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Understand the 

processes that create 

and use the data 
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Specification of a 

conceptualization 
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Obrst’s Spectrum 

“A little semantics goes a long ways …” – Jim Hendler 
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Space 
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Time 
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Interpretation 
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Automated Lexical Acquisition 
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Language Models in RDF 

:PumpPressureIncrease 
 :formedOf:PumpPressure ; 
 :formedOf:PressureIncrease . 
 
:PumpPressure 
 :formedOf:Presure ; 
 :formedOf:Pump . 
 
:PressureIncrease 
 :formedOf :Pressure ; 
 :formedOf :Increase . 
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Language Models in RDF 
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Method for Edge Derivation 

• ASCII Text Extraction and Preprocessing 

• Dependency Parsing 

• Triple Extraction (via known patterns) 

• Triple Normalization 

• Edge Weighting 
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My internet connection is down 
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<results> 
     <node object="my" object-sequence="1" predicate="poss" subject="connection" subject-sequence="3"/> 
     <node object="internet" object-sequence="2" predicate="nn" subject="connection" subject-sequence="3"/> 
     <node object="connection" object-sequence="3" predicate="nsubj" subject="down" subject-sequence="5"/> 
     <node object="is" object-sequence="4" predicate="cop" subject="down" subject-sequence="5"/> 
     <node object="down" object-sequence="5" predicate="root" subject="root" subject-sequence="0"/> 
</results> 

Dependency Parsing 
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<node  
 subject="root"  
 predicate="root"  
 object="down" /> 
<node  
 subject="down"  
 predicate="nsubj"  
 object="connection" /> 
<node  
 subject="connection"  
 predicate="nn"  
 object="internet" /> 

Dependency Parsing 
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Triple Extraction 
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Triple Normalization 

? 
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Morphological Analysis 

 Internet Connection 

  ≈ Connect to Internet 
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Triple Normalization 
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Dialog 

User: “My internet connection is down” 

System: “I’m sorry to hear you can’t 

connect to the internet” 

RESTATEMENT := [INTRO] [PRP$] 

[NEGATION]* [PREDICATE] [IN] [DET]* 

[OBJECT] 
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Process Modeling 
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Page 29  

No human intervention (Unsupervised 

Learning) of  Cause and Effect Patterns 

 

Page 145 of the Owner’s Manual  

Cause and Effect 

"TO" [verb] [noun]+ [verb] [noun] "TO"  [verb] [noun]+ [verb] [noun]+ 

("THEN" [verb] [noun]+) 

Manual says: To activate it, press and hold the [image] or [image] 

side of the TUNE bar until you hear a beep, then release it* 

Cause -- hold the up arrow or down arrow ... then release it →  

Effect -- activate seek function  
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[] 
      rdf:type :Effect ; 
      rdfs:answer  
  "You will find detailed instructions on  
  how to connect to Wi-Fi under the  
  Bluetooth/Wireless/WiFi category."@en-CA ; 
      rdfs:label "Connect Mobility Device"@us ; 
      dc:source "http://support.bell.ca/Mobility/ 
  Smartphones_and_mobile_internet/ 
  How-to-connect-your-Mobility- 
  device-to-a-Wi-Fi-network"@en-CA ; 
      dc:title  
  "How to connect your Mobility device  
  to a Wi-Fi network"@en-CA ; 

ispa:hasPredicate :CONNECT ; 
 ispa:hasObject :MOBILITY_DEVICE ; 
 ispa:hasPreposition WI_FI_NETWORK . 
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A key seat is caused by the drill string 

rubbing against the formation in doglegs. 
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Inference 

 User at Runtime:  

“I was trying to pull” 

 Ontology Context for NLP gives us: 

"I was trying to pull [pipe out of the borehole]“ 

80% confident 
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 Modes of Interpretation 
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W3C PROV 
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Data Acquisition Challenges 

Popular Culture, Common Sense = TBs 

Common with Domain = GBs 

Highly Specialized = MBs 
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q? 


